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Abstract 

Nowadays, The Internet of Things(IoT) has shown an increased interest in the academic literature, while its implementations 
became involved in almost every aspect of life in modern society. IoT is the integration of virtual and physical things through 
distributed services to collect and share data among themselves. The number of architecture approaches designed to aid IoT has 
increased significantly recently. As a result of different IoT architecture approaches, in this paper, we proposed a novel correct-by-
construction formal approach based on an Event-B method to describe the physical architecture of IoT layers. This formal approach 
inspects four layers: the physical layer, the gateway layer, the middleware layer, respectively the application layer. An 
Electrocardiogram (ECG) IoT system is applied in our model as a case study. Finally, we proved and validated the correctness of 
our formal model by using proof obligations and the model checking tool called Rodin. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the new global emerging world, IoT technologies have become an increasing interest for many governments, 
organizations, and companies [1].IoT incorporates various kinds of services, communication protocols, and hardware. 
The Internet of Things is the collaboration of objects through the Internet using various communication technologies, 
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sensors, and actuators[2].Different architecture-based layers are proposed by different authors, however, they all share 
the same basic concept, the IoT layer uses the bottom-to-top approach. Sensors collect data using smart devices, 
controllers process data and make decisions, then communicate with persons or devices[3]. The applications or users 
are in the upper layer, the technology specifies addresses to smart devices and the communication media is utilized in 
the lower layer. Software such as controllers are used to processes the data, which belong to the midst layer[4]. 

Formal methods represent a useful tool for using mathematics and logic for verification and specification of the 
accuracy of designs. In the IoT field, formal methods are used to perform many approaches that are related to our lives. 
Also, it makes it possible to prepare security guarantees with respect and real-time properties to a given model. When 
the proper design is established, the correct code can be generated or implemented from the design[5]. However, there 
is a lack of research to verify the IoT systems in terms of the physical architecture of IoT layers. Therefore, this paper 
presents a novel formal model of IoT architecture layers based on an Event-B method. This model is developed 
incrementally from the abstract level to the target level by using the refinement mechanism. At each refinement, we 
modeled the layers starting with the physical layer, followed by the gateway layer, middleware layer, and application 
layer respectively. To validate the functionality and the correctness of the IoT layers model, we used an 
Electrocardiogram(ECG)IoT system in our model and the Rodin model checker and proof abdications. The paper is 
structured as follows: Section2 introduces other works that are related to our approach;Section3 describes the concept 
and architecture of IoT and gives an outline of Event-B theories;Section4 proposes a motivating example;Section5 
presents the formalization of IoT architecture in the Event-B model;Section6 proposes a verification and validation of 
our approach and Section7 concludes this paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The study of IoT technology has been devoted a great deal of effort For several years. However, most of the 
contributions are focusing on the IoT architecture. Topics of Formal methods are still very inadequate,  fragmented, 
and largely focused on only a few aspects of this domain.This sub-section presents a literature review of some of these 
works organized chronologically in order. 

The work featured in[6]is dealing with the wireless sensor–actor networks, which are present in both typical 
sensor nodes and more developed and strong nodes, called actors. In this paper, the authors present various, formal 
models for those types of wireless networks. Recently, formulas of those models’ have been presented with an 
algorithm for returning actor–actor coordinate links by the existing sensor infrastructure. In[7],the authors present the 
physical layer protocol, its first timed automata model, and use automatic verification to demonstrate fault tolerance 
under hardware assumptions and several error models.They are using the real-time model checker UPPAAL to 
evaluate several correctness properties and repair values for the model parameters. The work presented in[8] shows a 
solution for supporting the deployment and design of IoT applications.They use formal verification techniques to 
guarantee the correct construction of the composition of objects and suggest a dependable deployment mechanism for 
an IoT application. It is an interface-based model that combines a behavioral specification for the IoT object.They 
provide a general view of the device and its behavior. 

 In[9], the authors suggest a unified approach through a framework in Event-B for verifying IoT 
Communication protocols.They start with an abstract model of these protocols that include common features of 
different protocols.Then the model is refined into concrete models for IoT protocols using decomposition and 
refinement techniques of Event-B. 

The work presented in[10]displays a solution for the management and development of smart city services by 
using formal methods to develop safe and secure systems.The authors suggest an approach that employs Event-B 
theories to minimize the proof efforts and support the process of data refinement for structuring Event-B models. After 
that, the proposed approach verifies the smart city system based on reuse modeling. 

In[11],a formal method approach of IoT Conflict Checker is presented to ensure the safety of controller and 
actuators’ behavior with respect to conflicts, where any policy violation will be identified. This approach defines the 
safety policies for actions, controllers, and triggering events. After that, the proposed approach proves logical 
soundness and completeness by using Prolog. In[12],the authors propose a general framework for the formal depiction 
of the physical architecture and control software of an IoT-based system. The proposed framework approaches 
analysis and modeling of the invariant architectural properties, then can add specific properties progressively and 
check them. The suggested framework is using the Event-B model to experiment and implement. Compared to these 
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sensors, and actuators[2].Different architecture-based layers are proposed by different authors, however, they all share 
the same basic concept, the IoT layer uses the bottom-to-top approach. Sensors collect data using smart devices, 
controllers process data and make decisions, then communicate with persons or devices[3]. The applications or users 
are in the upper layer, the technology specifies addresses to smart devices and the communication media is utilized in 
the lower layer. Software such as controllers are used to processes the data, which belong to the midst layer[4]. 

Formal methods represent a useful tool for using mathematics and logic for verification and specification of the 
accuracy of designs. In the IoT field, formal methods are used to perform many approaches that are related to our lives. 
Also, it makes it possible to prepare security guarantees with respect and real-time properties to a given model. When 
the proper design is established, the correct code can be generated or implemented from the design[5]. However, there 
is a lack of research to verify the IoT systems in terms of the physical architecture of IoT layers. Therefore, this paper 
presents a novel formal model of IoT architecture layers based on an Event-B method. This model is developed 
incrementally from the abstract level to the target level by using the refinement mechanism. At each refinement, we 
modeled the layers starting with the physical layer, followed by the gateway layer, middleware layer, and application 
layer respectively. To validate the functionality and the correctness of the IoT layers model, we used an 
Electrocardiogram(ECG)IoT system in our model and the Rodin model checker and proof abdications. The paper is 
structured as follows: Section2 introduces other works that are related to our approach;Section3 describes the concept 
and architecture of IoT and gives an outline of Event-B theories;Section4 proposes a motivating example;Section5 
presents the formalization of IoT architecture in the Event-B model;Section6 proposes a verification and validation of 
our approach and Section7 concludes this paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The study of IoT technology has been devoted a great deal of effort For several years. However, most of the 
contributions are focusing on the IoT architecture. Topics of Formal methods are still very inadequate,  fragmented, 
and largely focused on only a few aspects of this domain.This sub-section presents a literature review of some of these 
works organized chronologically in order. 

The work featured in[6]is dealing with the wireless sensor–actor networks, which are present in both typical 
sensor nodes and more developed and strong nodes, called actors. In this paper, the authors present various, formal 
models for those types of wireless networks. Recently, formulas of those models’ have been presented with an 
algorithm for returning actor–actor coordinate links by the existing sensor infrastructure. In[7],the authors present the 
physical layer protocol, its first timed automata model, and use automatic verification to demonstrate fault tolerance 
under hardware assumptions and several error models.They are using the real-time model checker UPPAAL to 
evaluate several correctness properties and repair values for the model parameters. The work presented in[8] shows a 
solution for supporting the deployment and design of IoT applications.They use formal verification techniques to 
guarantee the correct construction of the composition of objects and suggest a dependable deployment mechanism for 
an IoT application. It is an interface-based model that combines a behavioral specification for the IoT object.They 
provide a general view of the device and its behavior. 

 In[9], the authors suggest a unified approach through a framework in Event-B for verifying IoT 
Communication protocols.They start with an abstract model of these protocols that include common features of 
different protocols.Then the model is refined into concrete models for IoT protocols using decomposition and 
refinement techniques of Event-B. 

The work presented in[10]displays a solution for the management and development of smart city services by 
using formal methods to develop safe and secure systems.The authors suggest an approach that employs Event-B 
theories to minimize the proof efforts and support the process of data refinement for structuring Event-B models. After 
that, the proposed approach verifies the smart city system based on reuse modeling. 

In[11],a formal method approach of IoT Conflict Checker is presented to ensure the safety of controller and 
actuators’ behavior with respect to conflicts, where any policy violation will be identified. This approach defines the 
safety policies for actions, controllers, and triggering events. After that, the proposed approach proves logical 
soundness and completeness by using Prolog. In[12],the authors propose a general framework for the formal depiction 
of the physical architecture and control software of an IoT-based system. The proposed framework approaches 
analysis and modeling of the invariant architectural properties, then can add specific properties progressively and 
check them. The suggested framework is using the Event-B model to experiment and implement. Compared to these 
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works, while there is a lack of research to verify the IoT systems that deal with the physical architecture of IoT layers, 
our approach introduces a novel formal verification approach based on an Event-B method to describe the physical 
architecture of IoT layers. 

3. BACKGROUND 

3.1. 3.1 IoT concept 

Currently, the term IoT is a trend.The term was coined for the first time in 1999 by Kevin Ashton working at Procter 
& Gamble, to describe his approach to introduce RFID tags and sensors on products in the supply chain, which has 
obtained a lot of attention in academia and industry since then[3].  

The primary concern of IoT is the paradigm of connecting things without human intervention through a network 
and enables the exchange and collection of information across the network. This is performed by connected devices 
and “things” across some technologies to the Internet and other networks. These technologies include machine-to-
machine(M2M),wireless sensor network(WSN),automated teller machine(ATM),and other connected 
devices[13].Although the development of technology has changed the definitions of things, a key aspect of it has 
linked many objects through the means of their embedded actuators, and the sensors can sense the environment of the 
system and collect information, then it is passed on to the next IoT layer,or sometimes gateways or network layer using 
one of the protocols.These objects not only interacting with a physical world and gather information from the 
environment, but also provide services for analytics, information transfer, communication and applications using 
existing Internet standards[14]. 

3.2. 3.2 IOT architecture 

In simple terms, every IoT deployment capable of serving its designed purpose needs a strong IoT architecture. The 
applicability of the system and resulting efficiency largely depends on the quality of the infrastructure developed. Until 
this time, there has been no standard architecture for IoT. Nevertheless, the authors proposed different architectures 
for IoT, such as[15].The first basic model is the three-layer architecture that covers perception, networking, and 
application layer; the four-layer architecture(Middleware-based architecture)which is composed of perception, 
networking, middleware, and application layer. The function of the middleware layer involves data storage, service 
management, service composition[16];and a five-layer architecture. In this section, we briefly described the generic 
architecture of five layers[17,18,19,20,21]see Fig. 1.    

• Physical layer: also known as perception layer, the component of this layer is represented by sensors, actuators, 
and devices. In this layer, sensing technologies(e.g.,sensor,TAGs,GPS,etc.)are used to perceive the physical 
properties of the IoT environment. It converts the physical information which is collected by sensing 
technologies, into digital signals, which is a convenient form for communication and transmission. We also can 

Fig.1. The IoT architecture of five layers  
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use embedded sensors when some objects might not be perceived. So, the embedded sensors are beneficial 
technologies used to facilitate works of perception layer by processing the data at the end devices. 

• Transport layer or Access gateway layer: transfer the sensor data that is gathered by sensors or devices in the 
perception layer using wired or wireless communication channels to the middleware layer and vice versa. 

• Middleware layer or Processing layer: provides crucial functionalities.It stores, processes, aggregates, filters, and 
analyses a huge amount of data that is received from the access gateway layer.This layer can also manage and 
provide access control to the devices and perform discovery. 

• Application layer: accounts for delivering application services that come from the middleware layer to different 
applications.For example,smart health, smart home, and smart cities.   

• Business layer: responsible for managing the IoT system. It does decision-making analysis from data, that derives 
information. The success of any service in an IoT system does not depend on only processes and technologies 
used in it,but also on how they are presented to consumers. The Business layer is implementing these tasks for 
the IoT system. It involves making graphs, flowcharts, how the device can be improved, analysis of results,etc.  
 
To build an effective and robust IoT formal model, initially,we derive the right architectural requirements for each 

layers.The functional requirements that we will use in our formal model are listed in the following steps: 

• Phy1:Each thing has a name, type, location, and properties. 

• Phy 2:Physical layer components are IoT sensors, actuators, and devices. 

• Phy3:Each sensor has data. 

• Phy4:In the physical layer we can add data from any IoT device. 

• Phy5:In the physical layer we can add one or more sensors. 

• Phy6:In the physical layer we can add one or more actuators. 

• Phy7:Physical layer collect data from a sensor or other devices. 

• Gat8:The gateway layer responsible of sending the collected data from the sensor or other device to the controller 
by some technologies. 

• Gat9:Each controller has data. 

• Mid10:The controller software is responsible of processing and analysis the data which came from the previous 
layer, then produce orders to actuators or devices according to specific rules.   

• Mid11:Any actuator receives data from the controller only. 

• Mid12:The orders of controllers represent the input of the devices or actuators. 

• App13:The actuator’s output sends a signal to the device to change the state of the device and take action. 

• App14:The device’s output is making action to the environment. 
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3.3. Event-B 

Event-B is a modeling method for developing and formalizing systems whose components can be modeled as 
discrete transition systems. Development of the classical B, also called B-method[22],Event-B is now centered on the 
general concept of events. The main advantage of Event-B is that it offers a refinement process that allows the 
complexity of a system to be mastered[23].The Event-B model is constructed from two basic elements:context and 
machine.The context describes the static part of modeling and specifies the parameters of a formal model and its 
properties which have the constants, carrier sets, theorems and axioms. A machine describes the dynamic part of a 
model and defines a set of variables, theorems, invariants, variants, events, respectively a set of guarded events[24]. 
See Fig.2.  

The main feature of Event-B is that it allows models to be evolved incrementally through mechanisms such as 
context extension and machine refinement. These technologies enable users to evolve systems from their abstract 
specifications and thereafter provide more implementation details. More importantly, the properties are maintained 
through refinement that is proved at the abstract level, and therefore are also ensured to be satisfied by later 
refinements. As a result, correctness proofs of systems are divided and distributed among various levels of abstraction, 
which is easier to manage. Rodin[25]is the platform that introduces effective modeling, refinement, and proof of Event-
B models. And offers many features, such as the theory feature. 

 

4. CASE STUDY 

In this section, we introduce an IOT system for Electrocardiogram(ECG)monitoring as a case study to clarify our 
model.(see Fig3). 

The Electrocardiogram(ECG)monitoring contains four components, each component represents a thing in 

Fig.2.  An Event-B Project Structure 

Fig.3.  An overview of the Electrocardiogram (ECG) system 
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the IoT system: Smartwatch(Th1) Wearable ECG Sensor(Th2),Healthcare Cloud(Th3) and Ambulance (Th4). The 
workflow of the Electrocardiogram(ECG) monitoring according to each layer in our model is:  to get the last sensor 
reading the ECG Analysis“Smartwatch”(Th1)that periodically passing the control to Heart Rate History“Wearable 
ECG Sensor“(Th2). Then after returns the control from Heart Rate History to ECG Analysis. If there are signs of a 
heart attack, then pass the control from ECG Analysis to the Emergency service “Healthcare Cloud“(Th3),which sends 
the control to the Assistance service“Ambulance“(Th4) to locate the nearest available ambulance.Finally, the control 
is returned the ECG Analysis. The four layers of IoT architecture are explained in this case study.All four components 
which represent things are included in the physical layer. The process of passing control from Smartwatch to Wearable 
ECG Sensor and vice versa and from Smartwatch to Healthcare Cloud are included in the Gateway layer. The 
middleware layer includes all processes of analysis and processing data. The software that interacts with users by 
Smartwatch is a part of the application layer. 

5. FORMALIZATION IOT ARCHITECTURE IN EVENT-B 

In this section, our approach is presented to formalize the physical architecture of IoT layers. The IoT architecture 
formal model consists of an abstract model and three refinements as illustrated in Fig.4. We start by modeling the 
physical layer in the abstract model.After that, we extend it to the first refinement to model the gateway layer, followed 
by the second refinement to model the middleware layer. Finally, the third refinement will concern the modeling of 
the application layer. 

5.1 Abstract model 
This section presents the detailed process of constructing the abstract model.The abstract model represents the 

structure of the physical layer. It consists of context IOT_physical and the machine Physical layer as detailed below: 
Context: The first context in the Event-B model for IoT Architecture is IOT_physical. It consists of a collection of 

sets(clause SETS)that represents the description of different concepts of an abstract model, such as defining the things 
as thing, thing name, thing type, thing properties, and thing location. The fields of variables concerning these types of 
data are thing, nameset, typeset, proset, locatset and the description of containing physical layer such as sensors, 

Fig.4.  An overview of an Event-B formal approach of the 
architecture of IoT layers 

CONTEXT 
IOT_physical 

SETS 
thing ,nameset, 
typeset, proset, locatset, SENSOR, 
ACTUATOR, DEVICE,DATA     

 AXIOMS 
axm1   :    finite(thing) 
axm2   :    finite(ACTUATOR) 
axm3   :    finite(SENSOR) 

END 
Fig.5. An Event-B model for IoT Architecture: the context (1) 
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actuators, devices, and data as set name SENSOR, ACTUATOR, DEVICE, DATA.The AXIOMS depicts the 
properties of the attributes determined in the SETS. In this context, the axm1, axm2, axm3 are added to specify that 
all the defined sets thing, SENSOR, ACTUATOR respectively are finite. See Fig.5. 

Machine: The machine Physical layer responsible for the most concepts defined in the physical layer that contains 
a set of things, where each thing has a physical component represented by sensors, actuators, and devices(that satisfy 
the Phy1 and Phy2).The main function of this layer is to collect data from the IoT environment. In another word, the 
machine is sees(clause SEES)in the above context IOT_physical that represents the first machine in the Event-B model 
for IoT Architecture as illustrated in Fig.6. Then we defined some variables to model the components of the abstract 
model. However,the inv1, inv2, inv3, and inv4 is typing invariants which model the Phy1 that represents each thing, 
has a name, type , properties, and location respectively. Like this, inv5, inv6, and inv7 are used to model the Phy2. 
This machine defines the data variable as a subset of DATA set (invariants inv8). Finally, the invariant inv9  models 
the sensor that contained data Phy3. 

The addData is an event in the abstract model for adding data from any device in IoT environment, where any d 
(parameter)is included in DATA set(grd1)and not included in data set(grd2),then added to data set(act1). Similar to 
this event, the events addSensor and addActuator are adding one or more sensors and actuators, respectively which 
satisfied Phy4,Phy5, and Phy6 as illustrated in Fig.7. 

The main function in the physical layer for IoT Architecture is to collect data from IoT environment by sensors or 
other devices. The event collectDataSensor indicates this function and modeled Phy7 See Fig.8. 

MACHINE 
physical layer 

SEES 
IOT_physical 

VARIABLES 
thinglocat, 
thingname, 
thingpro, 
thingtype, 
sensor 
,actuator, 
data, 
data_sensor, 
DEV 

INVARIANTS 
inv1   :    thingname ∈ thing ↔ nameset 
inv2   :    thingtype ∈ thing ↔ typeset 

 

inv3   :    thingpro ∈ thing ↔ proset 
inv4   :    thinglocat ∈ thing ↔ locatset 
inv5   :    sensor ⊆ SENSOR 
inv6   :    actuator ⊆ ACTUATOR 
inv7   :    DEV ⊆ DEVICE 

 
 

inv8   :    data ⊆ DATA 
inv9   :    data_sensor ∈ sensor ↔ data 

 
Fig.6.  An Event-B model for IoT Architecture: The machine 
(1) 

addData  
 STATUS 
     ordinary 
ANY 
   d 
WHERE 
      grd1 : d ∈ DATA 
      grd2 : d ∉ data 
THEN 
      act1 : data ≔ data ∪ {d}  
END 
addSensor 

STATUS 
      ordinary 
    ANY 
    s 
  WHERE 
        grd1 : s ∈ SENSOR 
        grd2 : s ∉ sensor 
  THEN 
        act1 : sensor ≔ sensor ∪ {s} 
END 
addActuator  
  STATUS 
ordinary 
    ANY 
    ac 
  WHERE 
        grd1 : ac ∈ ACTUATOR 
        grd2 : ac ∉ actuator 
  THEN 

Fig. 7.  The events of adding data, sensor, and actuator for IoT Architecture. 
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5.1. First Refinement 

In IoT architecture-based layer, the second layer is the Gateway layer that is responsible for transferring the data 
collected in the physical layer to the controller(Next layer) which satisfied Gat8.This layer is modeled in the first 
refinement for the Physical layer. The set of the existing controllers are modeled by the variable controller which is a 
subset of the CONTROLLER set(invariants inv10).The invariants inv11 modeled Gat9 that each 
controller(controller)has data (data_controller) See Fig.9. 

An event named dataTocontroller is defined to model the transferred data set (grd3) where any d (parameter) is 
included in data and any data_sensor collected from sensor Set(grd4)is transferred to controller Set(act1) as illustrated 
in Fig.10. 

5.2 Second Refinement 

Figure.8. The collectDataSensor event for IoT Architecture 
 

Figure.9.  An Event-B model for IoT Architecture: The machine (2) 

Figure.10. The dataTocontroller event for IoT 
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This section introduces the second refinement of the model in IoT architecture representing a third 
layer(Middleware layer) which receives data from the Gateway layer, then processes and analyzes it to produce orders 
and send it to the IoT sensors or devices. With this aim in mind, we model the function of the middleware layer that 
defines a context name IoT_middleware which is extended to IoT_Gateway that contains SET and CONSTANTS with 
their properties to model this layer. The axioms axm1 define the constants (on,off) to determine the state of a device(see 
Fig.11. The machine Middleware layer performs its work layer which models the requirement Mid10 ,See Fig.12. 

However, the event computeOrder defines a compute function by using data data_controller that exists in controller 
set(grd3)and produces orders set act1(see Figure13).An event named controllerToactuator and controllerTodevice they 
are defined to model the sending of order from the controller to the actuators and devices, respectively. This models 
the requirements Mid11 and Mid12 see Fig.14, Fig.15. 

 
 
 

5.3 Third refinement 

Fig.11.  An Event-B model for IoT Architecture the 
middleware context  

Fig.12.  An Event-B model for IoT Architecture: The machine (3) 

Fig.13.  The computeOrder event for IoT Architecture. 
Fig.14.  The controllerToactuator event for IoT Architecture. 

Fig.15.  The controllerTodevice event for IoT Architecture. 
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This refinement is extended to formalization developed in the previous refinement for the abstract model and is 
added to represent the application layer for delivering orders received from the previous layer and changing the state 
of a device to perform an action in the environment. In other words,the machine Applications layer has one event 
deviceAction for checking and changing the state of the device set act1 and modeling the requirements App13 and 
App14 ,See Fig.16. 

6. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

In this section, our validation is made up of two parts:ProB[26]and Proof obligations(POs)[27]. Firstly,ProB is an 
animator checker tool that allowed us to run an automatic animation to validate the correctness of the model 
specification step-by-step. By different values to the variables, carrier sets and constants, we animated the case study 
in our model. To apply this animation, initialization values have been given as illustrated in Fig.17. 

By observing the different states, we can determine the correctness of the model behaver. By testing events of the 
model, ProB had no interruptions in any stage which indicates the fact that the model is behaviorally corrected. Finally, 
POs are generated by the Rodin platform to analyze the model then prove it. The analysis model regarding all 
invariants, events, and refinements to produce rule statements then proved them. The statement of POs rule is named 
as a sequent. Each sequent is represented as H ├ G, where H refers to a set of predicates named as hypotheses and G 
refers to Goal or conclusion. If the Hs are true, then G is true. In our model, 12 proof obligations have been discharged, 

Fig.16.  The deviceAction event for IoT Architecture. 
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100% of proof obligations were discharged automatically by Rodin prover. Fig.18. shows the proof obligations of IoT 
Architecture formal model. 

Fig .17. Initialization values of the Electrocardiogram (ECG) system 

7. CONCLUSION 

  Due to a lack of previous research to verify the IoT systems in terms of the physical architecture, this study 
presented a mathematical approach for designing and modeling the IoT architecture layers based on an Event-B 
method. A set of requirements is defined and taken into account in our model. Four layers are constructed in this model 
using the refinements mechanism: the physical layer, the gateway layer, the middleware layer and the application 
layer. The refinements allowed us to correct by constructing all IoT layers gradually and facilitating the proofs. An 
Electrocardiogram (ECG) IoT system was developed as a case study in our model. Finally, a validation of the 
correctness of our formal model is satisfied by using an animator checker tool called ProB and proof obligations. 
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100% of proof obligations were discharged automatically by Rodin prover. Fig.18. shows the proof obligations of IoT 
Architecture formal model. 

Fig .17. Initialization values of the Electrocardiogram (ECG) system 

7. CONCLUSION 

  Due to a lack of previous research to verify the IoT systems in terms of the physical architecture, this study 
presented a mathematical approach for designing and modeling the IoT architecture layers based on an Event-B 
method. A set of requirements is defined and taken into account in our model. Four layers are constructed in this model 
using the refinements mechanism: the physical layer, the gateway layer, the middleware layer and the application 
layer. The refinements allowed us to correct by constructing all IoT layers gradually and facilitating the proofs. An 
Electrocardiogram (ECG) IoT system was developed as a case study in our model. Finally, a validation of the 
correctness of our formal model is satisfied by using an animator checker tool called ProB and proof obligations. 
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